Year R weekly learning – Animals
Literacy
Will be
uploaded
onto
Tapestry at
9.30am

Maths
Will be
uploaded
onto
Tapestry at
10.30am

Topic

Useful
websites
and ideas

Monday 11th May
Metal Mike
Metal Mike only
likes to eat things
that begin with
the sound ‘s’. Can
you help?
Metal Mike is a
robot made out of
a box. Maybe you
could make one at
home?

Tuesday 12th May
Silly soup
We’re making lots of
silly soup, we’re making
soup that’s silly. We’re
going to put it in the
fridge to make it nice
and chilly!
Join in the game – listen
to the letter sound and
find the correct picture.

Wednesday 13th May
Hubble Bubble
Hubble Bubble,
Hubble Bubble, what’s
in the pot? Hubble
Bubble, Hubble
Bubble, what have we
got?
Help read the words
to make our magic
potion!

Number writing
Look at the Ten
Town characters
with us to help you
to practise
forming your
numbers correctly.

Counting back to find
how many are left
Maths Monkey has 6
toys but he takes 4
away. Count back to find
how many he has left.
Try counting back from
different numbers.

Reading digits and
matching to amount.
Practise reading the
numbers 0-20 out of
order! Now count
different amounts of
objects and find the
number card to
match.

Thursday 14th May
Sound buttons
Can you put the sound
buttons on words such as
cat, mat, hat, yet, pit,
den? How about chip,
rich, ring, chair?
Remember some letter
sounds are single sounds
so we draw a ‘bean’ and
other letters sounds are
digraphs or trigraphs so
we draw a sausage!
Halving amounts
Maths Monkey needs to
share his toys with his
friend. When we share
fairly between two we are
finding half. Can you
share different amounts
in half? Can all numbers
share fairly in half?

Draw your
favourite animal

What would be your
ideal pet? Why?

Draw a small animal.

Draw a big animal.

Friday 15th May
Sound spotter
Look at my letter cards –
what can you see? Listen to
the sound (phoneme)…. Can
you find the matching letter
(grapheme)?
Let’s play Quickwrite – join in
on Tapestry.

2d shape drawing
To be really good at writing
our letters it is important
that we can draw different
shapes! Practise drawing
these shapes:

Identify the birds in the
garden – RSPB see website
below.
Listen to ‘Dear Zoo’ story on you tube read by Justin Fletcher - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UywEnHKTMXk
Birds in the garden – https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/wildlife-guides/identify-a-bird/
Animal sound matching game - https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/game/match-sounds?phase=1

